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1. Introduction

2. Mesh generation

Printed circuit steam generator (PCSG) is one
candidate of small modular reactors steam generator
application. PCSG is a kind of printed circuit heat
exchanger (PCHE). It consists of multiple plates etched
with semicircular microchannels and each plate is
diffusion bonded together as shown in Fig. 1 [1]. Its
compactness and high heat transfer efficiency are
attractive, but its use was mostly limited to single-phase
to single-phase heat transfer, for either liquid or gas.
Two-phase flow phenomena in such a small geometry
are complex and not well investigated previously. Twophase flow pattern in PCSG channel influences heat
transfer, mass transfer and pressure-drop which are
essential elements to design a steam generator. Hence,
the two-phase flow phenomena and flow pattern in the
semicircular microchannel have to be analyzed for the
PCSG thermal-hydraulic performance analysis. In this
study, before numerically analyzing the semicircular
microchannel, several literatures are reviewed. The
literatures are grouped into three: CFD mesh generation,
microchannel flow modeling, and multi-phase flow
modeling.

Mesh system can influence the results obtained from
the CFD simulation substantially. High quality meshes
to model important physics, e.g. boundary layers, heat
transfer, wakes and shock, flow gradients. etc. are
prerequisite for a good model. Since the two-phase flow
phenomena in the semicircular channel has not been
studied much, previous works on the mesh generation
for the two-phase modeling in a circular channel and for
the single-phase flow modeling in a semicircular
channel were reviewed.
Hernandez-Perez [2] discussed which type of mesh
structure simulates the actual phenomenon better when
modeling two-phase flow in a cylindrical vertical pipe.
Four different mesh structures were selected for
comparison; polar cylindrical mesh (O-grid), butterfly
grid, rectangular H-grid, and unstructured pave grid.
The simulations were carried with STAR-CCM+ and
applied models were k-ɛ model for turbulence, VOF
model for multi-phase, and CSF model for surface
tension force. Experimental data was from air-silicone
oil two phase flow pattern experiment [3] and
computational domain was vertical cylinder with 67 mm
diameter and 1 m length. The results showed that there
is a strong dependency of the flow behavior on the mesh
employed. Butterfly grid and or unstructured pave grid
had the best agreement with experiment. HernandezPerez recommended butterfly grid to model two-phase
flow in a vertical circular pipe. Butterfly grid allows
refining the mesh closed to the wall and prevents a
singularity at the center of the pipe.
There have been many experimental and numerical
analyses of PCHE using single-phase fluid. Several
studies simulated PCHE by using CFD, and which mesh
type was used in the previous studies are summarized in
Table 1. Figley [4] performed heat transfer analysis in a
straight-channel PCHE using FLUENT when helium
was the working fluid, and compared empirical
correlation and heat transfer coefficient from CFD
results. A total of 10 hot and 10 cold channels with solid
structure were taken as the computational domain, and
the diameter in the spanwise direction of each channel
was 2 mm. Meshes were generated with butterfly grid,
and meshes were finely divided near the wall, so that the
total elements in the fluid zone were 3.78 million
elements. Kim [5] analyzed a zigzag PCHE in FLUENT
for secondary heat exchanger design for an advanced

Fig. 1. Configuration of Heatric’s PCHE (a) flow path on the
flow plates, and (b) view on the interfaces of flow plates [1].
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high temperature reactor. The computational domain
was a structure including 1 hot channel and 1 cold
channel, and the diameter in the spanwise direction of a
channel was 1.51 mm. The working fluid is divided into
three cases; helium-helium, helium-water, and heliumcarbon dioxide in hot and cold channels. Unstructured
grid mesh was applied, and the total number of meshes
was 1.33 million. Mylayarapu [6] carried out
experiments on heat transfer and friction in a single
semicircular channel using helium as a working fluid,
and analyzed numerically by using FLUENT. The single
channel with diameter in the spanwise direction of 2 mm
was structured, and unstructured grid mesh are applied.
The total number of elements was three hundred
thousand. Aneesh [7] studied numerically on straightchannel PCHEs by using FLUENT with helium as the
working fluid to investigate the effects of several
parameters. Computational domain included 1 hot and 1
cold channels, and unstructured grid was applied. The
total number of cells was 4.89 million. Chen [8]
conducted an experiment to evaluate the applicability of
PCHE to intermediate heat exchanger of a very high
temperature reactor, and numerically analyzed it with
STAR-CCM+ to evaluate local thermal-hydraulic
performance. The working fluid was helium and
computational domain was a structure including 1 hot
and 1 cold channels. To divide meshes, unstructured
mesh was used. The total number of cells was 7.21
million.
TABLE I: Used mesh type when calculating PCHE
Tool

Figley
[4]

FLUENT

Mesh
type
Butterfly
grid

Kim
[5]

FLUENT

Unstruct
ured gird

Mylaya
rapu
[6]

FLUENT

Unstruct
ured grid

Aneesh
[7]

FLUENT

Unstruct
ured grid

Chen
[8]

STARCCM+

Unstruct
ured grid

Analysis
domain
Straight
10 hot and
cold channels
(D: 2mm
H: 247.2mm)
Zigzag
1 hot and
cold channel
(D: 1.51mm
H:742mm)
Straight
single channel
(D: 2 mm
H: 200mm)
Straight
1 hot and
cold channel
(D: 2mm
H:247.2mm)
Zigzag
1 hot and
cold channel
(D:2mm
H:24.6mm)

# of
meshes
(nodes)
3.78
million
1.33
million
(includi
ng solid
zone)
0.3
million
4.89
million
(includi
ng solid
zone)
7.21
million
(includi
ng solid
zone)

3. Modeling microchannel flow
PCSG has a channel size in milli-meter order and
two-phase flow phenomena in a microchannel appear
differently from larger channels. Thus, it is necessary to
study the two-phase phenomena in a microchannel and
identify challenges to model two-phase flow in a
microchannel with CFD.
Mishima [9] conducted experiments to check flow
regime and frictional pressure drop in a microchannel.
Although the capillary force largely affects flow in the
microchannel, it was confirmed that the flow regime
map was similar to Mishima-Ishii map for a large size
channel. Meanwhile, special flow regimes which do not
occur in a large size channel were identified in a
microchannel as well.
Since the balance of forces change, two-phase flow
phenomena appear different from that of general large
size channel. While body forces depend on the third
power of the length-scale, surface forces are scaled with
one or second order dependent to the length scale. Thus,
surface forces become more dominant than body force
in a microchannel; i.e., surface tension and viscous
force. Fletcher [10] summarized the features of
microsystems by distinguishing them with the following
perspective; non-continuum effects, laminar flow,
surface roughness, viscus energy dissipation,
gravitational effects, electric effects, surface tension
effects, and wall slip effects. To model these physical
phenomena, correct physical models have to be
considered in CFD. In this paper, it will be checked
what should be taken into account when modeling the
two-phase flow in microchannels.
3.1. Surface tension
As explained above, surface force becomes more
dominant than body force in a microchannel, so
accurate surface tension modeling is important. In
multiphase-flow, tracking interface location of liquid
and gas phase is the main challenge, which is greatly
influenced by surface tension modeling. In a
microchannel, Bond number, Capillary number, and
Weber number are smaller than those in a large size
channel due to small channel size and small velocity.
Surface tension model can be neglected due to large
Capillary number or Weber number in large size
channel, but have to be modeled in a microchannel. In
FLUENT, surface tension force can be neglected when
the Weber number or Capillary number is much greater
than 1, but it is recommended to include the surface
tension force otherwise [11]. The widely used method
is continuum surface force (CSF) to model surface
tension effects at the phase interface. This model is
proposed by Brackbill [12] and by this model, surface
tension force is modeled as a volume force concentrated
at the interface rathe than a surface force. It is the best
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way to use this model, but implementation of CSF
model can induce unphysical velocities near the
interface due to imbalance between surface force and
pressure and viscous force. Thus, this issue has to be
correctly addressed when using CSF model.
Wall contact angle also play important role to model
surface tension in CFD. Surface wettability affect the
contact angle, and it consequently affect magnitude of
surface tension force. Hence, it is also important to
provide an appropriate input of contact angle. Bandara
[13] performed analysis of flow shape when water and
light mineral oil flow by using FLUENT, and mentioned
importance of contact angle. According to the value of
contact angle, droplet shape was changed.
3.2. Liquid film thickness
Liquid film thickness around the Taylor bubble has a
great influence on thermal-hydraulic phenomena [14].
In a microchannel, droplets can flow without creating a
thin film when having low Capillary number [13]. In
other words, it is possible to form very thin liquid film.
If very thin liquid film is simulated, the meshes have to
be finely divided near the wall. Gupta [14] referred that
the numerical simulations which could capture the thin
liquid film requires an ultra fine mesh along the channel
walls. Laziz [15] simulated Taylor bubble in a
microchannel using VOF model, and it was mentioned
that the shape of the bubble was analyzed differently
depending on the mesh size of the wall. Guo [16]
mentioned that mesh elements are smaller than one
hundredth of diameter. This is needed to capture the
thin liquid film of few hundreds nano meters in
microchannel. Shortly, very fine meshes are needed to
simulate thin film thickness in microchannel.
3.3. Wall slip
Several researchers have suggested that the well
accepted no-slip condition may not be suitable in a
microchannel flow [17]. Slip flow is seen in rarified gas
dynamics when Knudsen number is large. When
droplets flow without creating thin film with low
Capillary number, fluid slides along the channel wall
due to the weak shear forces which cannot overcome
wall adhesion forces. Trethway [18] noted that the slip
effect is important in a channel less than 1 mm
dimensions and suggest a simple model by treating a
thin layer of fluid containing nanobubbles of gas as gas
layer near the surface. In short, no-slip condition may
not be appropriate when simulating the microchannel
flows and additional modeling can be required.
3.4. Laminar flow
In a microchannel, the size of the channel and the
velocity of the fluid in channel are small, so the

Reynolds number is smaller than that of large size
channel. In other words, turbulent flow may not occur in
a microchannel and only the laminar or transition flow
occurs. In general, the turbulent term modeled in CFD is
difficult, so the analysis is likely to be easier when
laminar flow occurs, but it is not [10]. Many physical
phenomena have been analyzed for with turbulence, so
new physical effects have to be included in case of
absence of turbulence. On the contrary, the transition
from laminar to turbulence often occurs in
microchannels. To simulate this transition flows, fine
spatial and temporal resolutions are needed.
3.4. Surface roughness
CFD codes model roughness effects by simply
modifying the wall treatment due to computational
burden. In turbulent flow, this wall treatment can be
used to model the roughness of the wall, but not in
laminar flow. In laminar flows, the actual rough
geometry has to be modeled to account for roughness
effects.
7.5. Viscous energy dissipation
The effect of viscous energy dissipation is generally
negligible and is almost never included in calculations.
However, this effect can be important due to large
velocity gradients in microchannel. Xu [19] mentioned
that viscous dissipation modeling is also a key
component when the product of Viscous number and
Prandtl number is larger than 0.056. Typically, viscous
heating option is not activated automatically, it should
be considered whether this effect have to be included or
not in a microchannel flow simulation because viscous
dissipation affects the velocity profile.
4. Modeling multi-phase flow
In the secondary side of the PCSG, the subcooled
liquid enters at the inlet and exits as superheated vapor.
That is, to simulate the full length PCSG, it is necessary
to simulate the two-phase flow in a wide void fraction
range. Previous studies have researched which multiphase model has been used to analyze the full range of
two-phase flow. Peng [20] simulated air-water twophase horizontal flow by using FLUENT and it was
compared with experimental data by Triplett [21]. The
calculational domain was a circular tube of 1.1 mm
diameter and 0.2 m length. VOF model was used to
track the interface between air and water, and the effect
of surface tension was added by using CSF model.
Calculation data showed a good agreement with
experimental data except churn flow regime. Che [22]
performed air-water experiments in a single helical
channel to evaluate the two-phase flow regime and
frictional pressure drop in a helical channel. Numerical
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study also conducted with STAR-CCM+, and results are
compared with experimental data. The computational
domain is a single channel having 12.55 mm diameter,
6.48 m length and 1 m coil diameter. Che also use VOF
model with CSF model, but the experimental results and
simulation results did not match except for slug regime.
The authors mentioned that there is not a single set of
best-practice model that can work for wide range, and
the mesh size and time step also should be configured
differently for each flow regime. Alizadehdakhel [23]
conducted air-water experiments to study the two-phase
flow regime and frictional pressure drop in a single
channel of 1.93 cm in diameter and 6 m in length. In
addition, numerical analysis was performed using
FLUENT, and an artificial neural network was
constructed to predict the pressure drop. Multiphasemodel was used with VOF model. With a single set of
mesh and model, CFD results predicted the
experimental data better in all flow regimes, and it was
confirmed that CFD results predicted the frictional
pressure drop measured in experiment better than the
artificial neural network. Shin [24] conducted an
experiment to confirm the thermal-hydraulic
performance of a PCHE with two-phases of gaseous and
liquid nitrogen. In addition, in order to calculate the
heat transfer coefficient that is difficult to obtain in the
experiment, a numerical analysis was performed in a
single semicircular channel by using FLUENT. The
frictional pressure drops calculated in the numerical
analysis and the calculation result had an R-squared
value of 0.93.
5. Summaries and Further works
Before commencing on the modeling of PCSG in
CFD, previous works are reviewed to identify issues.
Previous works were grouped in three: mesh generation,
modeling microchannel flow, and modeling multi-phase
flow. Based on the review, the best CFD model will be
determined to simulate two-phase flow in a PCSG single
channel and numerical analysis will be conducted in the
near future.
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